
KCS Price
Top hung frameless sliding parking area system



Any artistic processing of glass is possible - tinting, matting, facet, engraving, applying matted images, applying full-color images, color photo

printing. The assembly of sash profiles with glass is carried out by gluing with a special polyurethane adhesive for glass. In addition to high

adhesion, the shape of the sash profiles is such that the cured adhesive forms a roller, making it impossible to remove (or fall out) the glass. Glue

fixing eliminates the need to make holes in the glass. Roller carriages are equipped with reliable bearings and rollers protected from moisture

and dirt. This allows the system to always move freely and silently. The system can be of any length. It is only important to take care of the

reliability of the supporting structures to which the upper profile will be attached.

Material: Aluminum – glass

Glass type: 10 mm tempered 

Profile color: Anodized - RAL 

Hardware color and material: Black, plastic 

Maximum panel width: 1000 mm 

Maximum panel height: 4000 mm
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A transparent glass wall is an excellent design solution

for creating a terrace or a summer terrace. With its help,

you can admire the excellent landscape or simply add

elegance and lightness to the room and at the same time

protect yourself from annoying external noise. The

design does not have any transverse partitions or profiles.

This means that nothing will stop you from enjoying the

beautiful views. The system has the ability to fully open the

opening. In just a couple of minutes, the Vizyon KCS

frameless glazing system moves and significantly expands

the passageway or gives access to fresh air. В системе

используется закалённое стекло толщиной 10 мм,

возможно использование триплекса.

System characteristic
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Estimated  cost in finished form (euro) without VAT:

Installation (about 10-15% from total order cost), 

Delivery (depends on order quantity and distance)
Shipping from Poland

Height

Length

2500 2700 3000

5000 5194 5282 5415

5500 5480 5577 5717

6000 6070 6182 6324

6500 6358 6463 6638

7000 6932 7076 7251

7500 7223 7360 7550

8000 7826 7954 8171

8500 8109 8257 8496

9000 8695 8862 9095

9500 8977 9137 9392

10000 9571 9748 10032


